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This paper reviews:, the firSt three years of a' long-tpri prOgram
A'

national .higher education association to build more effective collaboration

between urban public universities and urban school districts. 'The program

..-addresses a speclfic issue in such collaborative efforts the role. of 'the

university or school chief executive officer. As such, it is one of,many

approaches which can be and are being taken to 'build more oeffective
.

. q.
university-school relationships in behalf of improving educatlonal.opportunity.

and quality for urbin youth. For building strong, long-term collaboration and

for placing such collaboration high. on institutional agendas, we believe the

leadership approach is an important model.

An Association Response to Urban University Concerns ;

The NatiOnal Association 'of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

(NASULGC) is composed of 146 of the k nation's major 'land-grant and

research-level state dniversities. Institutions hold membership; in the

association and are officially represented by their presidents and/or

chancellorsi. To a major extent, therefore, the associatiomfgnctions,as 'the

professional orgahization for presidents and chancellors, and it is simM4r. to

a number of other associations in.what is commonly known as "One Dupont ".
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.associations such as the Alsociation of American Universities (AAU), the

American Association of ,State College anC_Universities (AASCU), and the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AAC4).. Historically

NASULGC has had a primary orientation to the interests an concerns of its

land-grant, and therefore predominantly rural, member ins utions.'.However,

,particularly wjthin the part-two Jades, an increasing proportion of NASULGC

members have been drawn froth the nation'S. major metropolitan areas,

Institutions such as the City University of New York, Wayne State University;

the University of Illinois at' Chicago, and. the University of 'Cincinnati; to

name only a few. TO respond. to the increasingly urban orientation of its

membership, NASULGC created aDivision. of Urban Affairs in 1980 to provide a

focal-. point (and a, staff member) for legislative and program activity of

imAicular interest and_relevance.to urban public university administrtOrs..

-The; )iviSiSh .Of' .Urban Affairs initially conCentrated.its efforts on the
. ,

1980 reauthorization of the Higher Education Acts one title of which (Title X0.

-authorized an Urban Grant UniVersity Program to provide'federal assistance for.,

joint city-univer'sity research and technical assistance project's. Although, the

effort to include Title Xi in -the reauthorized Act was successful, its timing

in' one sense could not have .been worse. The Act was reauthoriied in October

-1980. One month later the,Carter Administratiop was voted out of office, and

the new Administration proposed major cuts 'in federal funding for higher

education and proposed,.no funding for- new programs such as-Title XI. ,Effirts

to support funding fol' Title XI in Congress have been similarly unsuccessful.

The title remains authorized but unfunded to this day.

8

NASULGC Focus on the Urban School

Changed priorities in )4serel support for and interest in higher education

(and in urban policy) forced the Division of Urban Affairs and its membership
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to turn attention to the broader array of problems and opportunities facing all

urban institutions in the 1980s. led by members of its Executive COmmittee,

the Division began in mid-1981 to pursue a series of efforts in strategic

planning for u an iversIties, in bu

and small tonArencet

universities, and in consi er ng

work with iSublic schooldistrlcts

hiding an understanding through seminars

the implications of urban policy charges for urban

ways in which urban universities could

heir cities.

In part, therefore, the DiOisiOn's interest in urban riverstWurban

school collaboration, arose out of its own internal, need and that of its
. ,

membership to refocus its energfes in areas where a real impact might be made.

In addition, however, the interest of the Division's leadership in working with

urban'schools was heightened by the increased national attention then beginning

to be given to the nation's public schools and, especially, to high schools.

The creation of the National Commission on Excellence in Education, the study

then underway by Ernest Boyer and the Carnegie Foundation, for the Advancement

of Teaching, and the implementation of the College Board's Prject Education

Quality, all were signals that the quality of American schooling was returning

to the nation's agenda. And, as we have seen in the past three years, the

cumulative effect of these efforts and the reports and publications which have

resulted from them have ergendered more national dialogue, about the purposes

and performance -of our schools than at any time since the Soviets launched

Sputnik a quartd+ century ago.

One consequence of the renewed attention to the condition of our schools

has been a revival of interest within the higher education community in

reexamining its role and responsibility for helping to improve the quality of

public edUcation, especially in the high school. This 'reexamination has taketi

many forms, ranging from attempts on. the part of many state and other

'



\11.6T;ersit1Ls to define with more precision the scific skills in langua§e and
4

mathematics expected of entering freshmeq, to intensive partnership programs

between individual higher education institutions and individual high schools.

/

Obviously, the Division's own interest in the issue has vg apartmuch been part

ciof this revival. Its interest was. helg toned by the need to find an answer to

abijor question - raised by the many projects and publications then underway:

what effective means could, be developed to ensure thelong-term.viability of

versity-school linkages, so that the current revival of educational inform

would have a greater chance for long-term life and impact? Given the key role

of the university chief executive officer in Its -own membership, the Division

decided to look at what it could do to build.moNe effective communication and

working relationships ,between these university leaders and their urban school
( . ,

counterparts, the superintendents,

The Beginning oflaProject: Glen Cove

In, June 1981, the Division convened a small meeting at Glen Cove, New York,

bringing together the heads of its major member institutions and' school

superintendents febatheir cities. The 1 t f participants was determined in

part by soliiting the members of The Counc of the GAat City Schools and the

NIE Urban Superintendents' Group and the matching NASULGC member president or

chancellor, with the stipulation that- -both the university and ;school chief

executives would have to attend. in order for a particular city to be

represe4ted. Ultimately, five cities were represented: New York, Detroit,

Cincinnati, Milwaukee and Chicago. 14 a0dition, a small group of resource

persons was assembled to provide ideas -and direction to the meeting; it

included Robert, Wood, Frank Keppel and Michael Timpane. The meeting, which was

suppbrted with a small grant from the Ford roundation, was exploratory; its

purpose was to identify common issues and problems facing both. sets of

ti
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institutions, and to so9)if a common agenda for action might emetge. After two,

days of intense discussion it became clear that, although each city faced its

own set of distinct challenges, there was A set of concerns that cut across the
Ar

cities and across the boundary lines separating secondary and postsecondary

institutions. These concerns ranged from the political -- e.g. how to build

strong 'support front local government and business leaders for the public

education enterprise -- to ,the pedagogical -- e.g. how to develop better

instructional tecAniques for reaching the underprepared student. A consensus

emerged ,that an actiondagenda should focus on reducing the transition problems

of urban young people moving out of high school into higher education or into

the wbrkplace.

The participants in the Glen Cove meeting agreed that they would continue

the dialogue in .their home cities. More 'specifically, they .asked the NASULGC,

staff to seek additional Ford Fdundation support to initiate collaborative

planning activinesiin at least three cities, and to maintain communication
t

links between the cities. In October, 1981, the Ford Foundation agreed to

support the creation of a pilot effort in urban university-urban

collaboration, and shortly thereafter planning activities were initiated i

-Cincinnati, Detroit, and Milwaukee. In addition, Boston had been represented

at thd Glen Cove meeting by Ernest Lynton of the-Univertity of Massachusetts

and Robert Schwartz, soon to become Director of the Boston Compacts_ a

collaborative eAtort' involving a number of Boston-area colleges and

universities with the Boston Public Schools and the Boston business community.

With the addition of Schwartz as consultant to the new 3ASULGC effort, Boston

was also added asia participating city.

A Set of Shared Assumptions

Althbugh the project took a different program focus in each of the initial
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participa ng cities, project activities flowed from a shared set of

aisumptions. These were:

(1) Genuine inter-inirtptional collaboration requires the direct -

)1

and continuing involvement, of the chief executive officer of

'each instition. ft'

(2) Collabdration works best when both partners proceed on the
.

basis of enlightened self-interest, and urban universities.,

perceive a direct stake in helping to improvi the performance

of urban schools.

(3) 'The higher education faculty and sta our es that can be

most helpful too) urban school systems aro to be found "all

across the university, not just.within schools or colleges of

education.

.(4) 'If collaborative .projects are going to address the problems

.of urban youth who are not dollege-boond, they will requirs

the active participation of goVernmeht0 and business

institutions as will as of urban universities.

to.

Proceeding from these assumptions, the university head and schooi

superintendent in each participating ci y conveded a joint task force of senior

staff from both institutions'to revie current collaborative program's and to

develop a more carefully targeted plan or joint activity.

Initial Project, Activity

More than the other cities in which the NASULGC project began, Detroit

faced the virtual destruction of its ind strial-based economy and the pressing

need to'build a new foundation for the city's social and economic'survival.

Urban university-urban school collaborat on, therefore, initially 'focused on
4

ways in which publtc education can cpntrib to to building the new economic base
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in conjunction with labor, business, and other ,public and private partners in

the city". Efforts undertaken by Wayne State University and the Detroit Public

Sdhools included development. of educational programs which directly and

indirectly( can generate a new labor market for technology-based industries,

.particularly.in the areas of allied health professions, computer sc4ences, and

engineering. Programs were also deVeloped to address the needs of gifted and

, talented students in the Detroit Public Schools. In addition, collaboration in

.Detroit included efforts tip analyze 'the roles which public education can play

in development of new '."high7teChnology" small businesses on which the city

hoped to build a basis four economic revitalization.
t

In Milwaukee, collaboration concentrated initially on a series of early

intervention strategies for underprepared students, strategies which have been

.centered either on a targeted school or on a specific group -of student!.

Reducing the gap between high school and college'has been a 'major need $n

Milwaukee, and a series df efforts to provide high school students with greater

familiarity about .university requirements and opportunities, school-base8

efforts to improve the quality of classroom education, and,efforts oriented:to

the needs of high school teachers, all have resulted from direct and continuous

involvemOnt by the Chancelldr of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the

Superintendent of the Milwaukee PublWc Schools.

Collaboration in Cincinnati took the -form primarily of a reassessTent of

existing linkages between the University of Cincinnati and the Cincinnati-
.

Public Schools. Much of the collaboration:An previous years in Cincinnati had

been non-academic and, in the view of the two chief executive often

inconsequential in nature. The expectation in Cincinnati was that

collab6ration would focus on developing more substantial long-term goals,with

particular attention to developing a comprehensive research and. developMent

8.
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agenda for the public schools to which university-based resources could be tied

more effectively than was the case in the past.

In Boston, the project planning group From thee outset, included

representation from city government and business organizations as well as

school and university personnel, and took as its charge the responsibility for

developing a new framework for the' partnership programs that had existed

between ihdiiidual businesses and higher education institutions and eac oston

high school. This framework, which is called the Boston Compact, is based upon

a set of agreements befwe'en the Boston Public Schools and major external

organizations, in which the school system commits itself to undertake specific

internal reforms in exchange for an expanded commitment from the external

,organizations to assist the schools and.their graduates. The first such

agreement", ;MO, was negotiat'ed in September,' 1982between the Boston School

Committee,an4 Boston's business leaders; resulted in the business community's

commitment to provide full-time jobs for 400 graduating sehiors in 1983,

increasing to 1,000 graduates by 1985, in return for the schOPI system's taking,

0

steps to insure the basic literacy and employability, skills of those graduates.

The second agreement, negotiated in the autumn of 19B3 between the Boston

School Committee and the city's colleges and universities, 'contains a joint

strategy for'improving the academic preparation of Boston students for hither

educa ion, as well as a shared commitment to increase the percentage of Boston

gradua es each year who continue, their education at one of the participating
1

institutions:

clingspread:. Expansion, of the Project

As word, of the project spread to other cities during 1982, a number of

additional NASULGC member institutions asked to join. .Based on this interest,

the project moved ahead in two directions. First, the Johnson Foundation

11,

p

9
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joined NASULGC to sponsor a January 1983 Wingspread Conference during which,,the

initial project sites described their first year work and in which

representatives of several additional cities'reiterated their desire to become'

akpart of the NASULGC collaborative effort. Secondly, the Ford Foundation

agreed to provide additional funding for a second year of the project,. and four

47
additional cities joined the project.

In Birmingham, collaborative efforts between the Univertity of"Alailama in

Birmingham and the Birmingham Public Schools focused both on improvement by all

high school students of performance leveli in an array of intellectual :skills;

and on.the building of a collaborative mechanism to increase 'city-wide advocacy

for education as the high priority issue forsthe long-term revitalization and

health of the Birmingham community. Effective priyate sector involvement 'has

)/-
been a key goal; along with an-understanding by all collaborating' groups that

genuine partnership efforts' carry significant implications for changes id

structure, function and goals iby each partner, particularly the urban

university.

In Kansas City, one major consequence of iscussions between the University

of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) and the Kansas City (Mo.) Public Schools was the

assignment of the dean of the UMKC School of Education to work for one .semester

during the 1983-84 school year in the office of the Kansas City Superintendent

of 9ihools. This assignment Ic,;Ale ,a year-long appointment and, 'based on

recommendations made in the'dean's report to the superintendent at the end of

that time, hai led to the appointment- of the dean as an associate

superintendent for the current academic year. In addition, working groups of

UMKC faculty and Kansas City school administrators-Kave been organized to focus

on a series of major problem areas,\ such as reading improvement, *school

leadership, and teaching effectiveness, which hav been identified as targets

10
4.
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for school/university collaborative efforts through another outcome of the

collaborative effort -- the establqhment of a superintendents' roundtable

which now involves thirteen metropolitan area school superintendents from botti

Missouri and Kansas. Application 'of programs developed bysUMKC to improve

college student retention to the problem of high school_. student 'retention and

achievement is also being undertaken. Efforts are also underway to enlist the'

involvement of key business, labor, and local foundation leadership as integral

components of school/university collaboration in-the city.

Coliaboiation. in Tampa focused initially on the improvement of math/science

education,, particularly through development of summer programs operated Jointly

by the University of South Florida and the Hillsborough County School'Oistrict.

In Oakland, the most .irecently added of the original prOject cities,

collaboration was modeled after the Boston Compact through the establishment of

the Oakland Alliance,, a venture involving the Oakland Unified School District,

University of California, Berkeley, Peralta Community College District,llikland

,

Mayor's Office, Oakland Chamber of Commerce (led by Kaiser Allumint 0

and the

Marcus A. Foster Educational Institute. Collaboration in Oakland' his focuseq

initially on improvement both of career-oriented and general education

offerings in the Oakland schools.

A First Look at Outcomes: Progress and Problem Issues

The pilot phase of the NASULGC Urbar University/Urban School Collaborative

seems to have led to significant progress toward redefining and .strengthenitig

the relationship of urban, universities and urban public school systems in

several of the, involved cities. Contacts and interaction existed before, but

these were peripheral, involving small units of each system in an uncoordinated

and fragmented fashion. The direct involvement of the chief executives moved

the relationship to a different level of importance and visibility and is a
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first step toward more coherent and systematic collaboration. It helped to

improve and draw attention/ to public education, issues and prOvided the
4

groundwork for the development of local support for ongoing cooperation. The
1,

pilot effort was carried out with modest means, including grants 'totalling

$34,200 from the Ford Foundation'Imuch of which was re-granted to participating

sites), and the contributed services of the NASULGt Urban Division staff,

members of the 'Urban Division Executive Committee and individuals in the

participating

Progress

Follcring are

titles. w

wash less clear in several other project cities, however.
*/'A

some' preliminary observations alleut the reasons for the varying

progress which the city-base projects made during the first two years of the

NASULGC program.

Commitment of the chief executive officers of the university"and sch

district was a critical element especial;y where institutional staff resources

were consistently designated and supported. However, where statements of

commitment by the chief executives were not backed up by such support, ge
projects languished. In some cities, notably Milwaukee and Kansas City, the

chief executives retained a considerable role in setting tone and policy for

more effective collaboration; vice presidents/chbncellors for academic affairs

and. thei r' staffs were ,given' day-to-day responsibility for university

involvement, and assistant superintendents were given similar responsibilities

in the school districts. Faculty from a varletyjof 'central academic

departments, colleges and, schools were brotight early 'into' collaborative

programs with counterparts in city high schools. However, in a few cities,

school

H

Cincinnati, responsibility for collaboration was never clearly housed

in the 'president's .offide, a vice president's office or in similar

district offices; personnel changed frequently and ideas and policy

, 1'2
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by the chief executive officers could not effectively be translated

tints de. range of program activity for which the .NASULGC program had

,

hoped. Aiyen the.relative newness of the NASD GC program, these cities 00

encountered problems in bridging the transition in several: cases'froi old to

I

new' preiidentAnd/or superintendent. With inevitable lag times in filling

these vacancies,- the project' tended tO,belIiut 9n hold until the new leadership

was in place and had undergone its own orientation to anew environment.

In two cases,loiton and Oakland, the citi-baied projects were staffed by a

separate director either funded jointly by the university and school district

/

or by'other collaborating entities. I both cases, persons were selected who .

were familiar, with and to theeuniversity presidents and schoc0 superintendents

o were skilled in apprOaChing other ekternal funding sources and the

business community. Given the relatively significant progress which has been

made thus far in these two cities, the Wedel of a coordinator who may or may

not belddsed in a university_ or school district but who is funded by both

institutions (and biother collaborating parties) and who has direct access to

and frequent contact with the university .and school chief .efecutiVes seems at

this point to be a promising approach.

Money seemed to make little difference in relative levels of achievement.

The almost universal comment was that the grants of $2,500 available during the'-

progrdm's pilot *phase were important not for the amount of support (which

obviously was small) ,but for the connection provided to a nationally-based

program active in a number of cities, associated with the name of a major

foundation (Ford). The contact provided by, the program between cities

(particularly through the mechanism of a Wingspread Conference) was cited by a

number of project sites as invaluable. Moreover, and particularly in the

participating cities outside of the Northeast,' the NASULGC/Ford connection was

13
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an important selling point in attracting support from local foundations and, to

some degree., the business community.; n Kansas City and Birmingham, for

examplg, local foundations provided many t mes the amount prbvided by the small

NASULGC/Ford grant toward the collaborative effort; in Oakland, the -Hewlett

Foundation and Aluminum were
,

significant funding source's.

similarly attracted as initial and

Most of the fnitial projects involved the college or school of education as

an integral part of the collaborative effort. Hdwever, the NASULGC program was

baied in part on the assumption that successful long-range collaboration .would

not work withbut,the involvement oft!le full range of university resources

the city-Wed projects which seemed to make the most progress during the pilot

phase of the, NASULGC program'Were indeed those which`" envisioned university -wide
, 4

involvement in the collaboration with the school district.'

A number of, the projects were successful in attracting local foundation

support. Efforts to btiild involvement by employers and-the business community

have met with mixed success. The'Boston and Oakland\projects have included

youth employment as specific f000rgitreas and goals; and, particutariy in

Boston, the business community has taken a visible and leading role in the

' collaborative effort. In a number of the other city-based projects,.emphasis

either began with or has gradually shifted to the high school-university

d transitio and the youth employment focus has yet to take coherent form in

these cities. Involvement of the employer sector has been much less,

therefore, and is an area in which' the NASULGC program needs to give more

attention in its continuing phase.

One underlying assumption in the NASULGC .Program has been:that chahe in

the university-school collaborative relationship would imply institutional

ehinge for both entities, not just for the school district. As with business

14
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involvement,' the evidince thus, far on this issue is mixed. In a number of the

city-based projects, both the university; and school district have contributed

Significant'cash and in-kind resources; particularly through assignment of

staff to .the project.. In addition, as noted. above, a number of faculty members

from.cential academic departments and colleges have been involved in projects,-

.as well. as teachers and O'rincipals at.the'school level. Moreover; in Kansas,
A

City and 8okton, university staff hfie been provided to the school district

tiith virtually no strings attached.Latremaind ac open question, however, as

to whether or not the university persotinel involved in t4. City-based projes

will be rewarded for it with the central rewards available in the university

(salary,,,Petention, promotion and tenure), whether or not both university and

school' district will be able to, develop flexible personnel policies to allow

for joint school-university appointments, and the like. ',Some of the NASULGC

projects (particularly Kansas City) are promising.

Project Expansion: 1984 and Beyond,

Although the results "Of the pilot phase of the NASULGC urban

,,,university- urban school collaborative program were by no means uniform, they

were in many cases promising. Therefore, NASULGC approached several fitnding

sources to propose a significant expansion of its initial effort.. Both the

Ford Foundation and the Exxon Education Fouhdation responsed affirmatively, and

early -in 1984 NASULGC began a significant expansion of the collaborative

program.

The expanded program is still very much coming into being. It involves

several related activities: expansion of, the number of city-based projects

from the original eight to a new total of seventeen, through the provision of

small planning grants to the new cities; development of a two -phase "deepening

grant program to provide more significant support to both original and new



cities in . efforts to expand significantly and institutionalize the

collaboration effort; offering a limited program of technical assistance

consultants, to assist local collaboratives' facing specific problems and

concerns; ands supPoit for information-sharing among the NASULGC .program

projects and between the NASULGC program and the growing number of

coilaborati'v -efforts nation-widit Selection oinew pari'icipating cities, as

well as recipients of "deepeningm'grants, is madeshrough a formal application'

process with a small review boa;=d composed of one member of the NASULGC

Division of Urban Affairs Executive Committee and two outside persons with

significant university AEA school experience. (Selection of the original eigh

cities- was made informally given the pilot nature of the program's first

phase.)
*/

. To date, eight city-bassi projects have been added to the program:

Albuquerque, Buffalo, Cleveland/Akron, Knoxville, Louisville, New York City;

Providence, and Wichita. All focus on the development and/or reinforcement of

collaboration., at the top. Virtually all have from the outset identified

specific problems or opportunities on which collaboration would .initially

focus; these include drelopmentaSf magnet schools, involvemeht of minority

youth in programs for the gifted and talented, increased resource-sharing

between university and school libraries, and development of joint programs to

address vocational and educational needs of non-college-bound youth. But all

have made clear their intent that the areas ofteitial focus would not turn

into projects isolated from connection -.with development'of l ger goals and

purposes for collaboration. In addition, the NASULGC program ha emphasized to

its new cities,, that seed funding is the most it can pro ide, that the

significant funding for collaboration would'have to be sought from local

sources. It is important to note, thereforg, that-ttiluccessful applications.

6
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for inclusion in the NASULGC program, and many of those which were not

successful, included evidence of significant support in hand or forthcoming.

In addition, our "deepening" grins have been made to date, to support

expansion of collaboration, in Boston, Kansas City, Milwaukee and Oakland.

Grants of up to $15,000 were made to each city, with a requirement that these

funds b' matched on at, least a two -to -one

d for Long -Term Evaluation %

What the NASULGC program will need in the next two gears will be a more

rigorous evaluation of the progress made by each of its c ty-based projects

toward genuine improvement in the quality4of education for all youth in those

cities, as well as genuine reformation of the way in which the university,
ti

school district and other entiti s in those, cities work together in behllf of

that improved edUcation. NASUL has been hopeful that its small program would

help to initiate_ long-term change, and some degree of permanence, in

university - school linkages in cities and in the improvement of education for

all youth, in urbA school districts. The expectation of long-term change

sotild indeed be that of allcurrent efforts to improve public education, even

though previous eras of school reform are littered with projects which

flourished briefly and then disappeared with few of the long-lasting changes

and outcomes which may have been intended.

We believe that the NASULGC 'project' is one promising avenue toward

instituting long-term change in urban 'education. A number of important

questions remain to be answered, however:

--What is the evidence which NASULGC. will have to produce during the next

sevell years to show the effectiveness of a top-down approach to

university-school collaboration?

--Which university-school collaborative efforts have the greatest prospects
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for long-term success and institutionalization,: those which start with

"process" issues (structure and communication) -or those which start with a

specific task or problem area? The'NASULGC program includes examples of both;

man,' of the first cities in its effort began with "process ", while a number of

the newer cities are beginning with specific problems or projects around which

long -term structure is intended to be built.

--To what degree are the universities and school distr4cts changed

internally by such collaboration, in such areas as reward systems for involved

faculty and administrators-, inclusion of collaborating entities in

decision-making and resource allocation processes and the like? Do approaches

such 'as those taken in Boston and Oakland, in which a separate entity s

created for ;development ar16 management of the collaboration, deflect pressure

for internal institutional change?

--Does oe involvement of individual administrators, faculty members and

teachers in university-school collaboration lead over time to a transformation

of their roles-within their institutions? In Kansas City, for example, the

pricement of the dean of the University of Misiouri-Kansai City's College of

Education as an assistant superintendel t n the Kansas City (Mo.) School

District, and the placement of the director of the university's director of the

Center for Academic Devdlopment Into the leading staff position for the

Metropolitan Area Schools, Project would suggest the possibility of permanent

changes both in the, university's administrative structure and in the

perceptions and expectations by ,university administrators of their roles in

relation to the city's entire educational system.


